STEP 3:
Enter your SBE's information as prompted including:
- Name of the SBE
-

Evaluation type - meaning which type of manual is being submitted
(certification or re-c ertific ation A or B). Please carefully select the appropriate

option as this affects the evaluation form presented to the judges.

- Select whether your SBE specializes in Retail Operations or Food
Service Operations - choose whichever is most applicable to your SBE.
If neither truly applies to your SBE, then select Retail Operations.
- Select file to upload (only PDF, Word Docs, or JPEG files are accepted)
- Description of file uploaded (what type of document was uploaded certification manual, appendix, photo, etc.)
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Save

Save and add add1t1onal attachments

You will be able to edit the SBE information later, delete the uploaded file, or
add on additional files if necessary. After completing the required
information and uploading desired file, click "Save". If you need to upload an
additional file that pertains to that particular SBE, you may do so by clicking
"Save and add additional attachments". If your DECA chapter operates more
than one SBE submitting a certification manual, you will repeat this entire
process for your second SBE - starting from the home page/SBE List and
clicking "Create SBE".

FAQ
What is my username and password?
Your username and password are the exact same as those used to log
on to the DECA membership site. If you do not know your advisor
username and password please contact Debbie Taylor at
debbie@deca.org
Can my students submit the manuals online themselves?
No - advisors must complete the online submission process. We will not
provide usernames and passwords to individual students - log on must
be done with the advisor's existing membership information. Do not
provide your advisor username and password to students.

What should I do if the wrong file was submitted?
Do not attempt to create a new SBE or submit another file. Contact
Debbie Taylor at 703-860-5000 or debbie@deca.org so the incorrect
SBE file can be deleted and the correct one can be uploaded. Do not
submit multiple certification manuals for the same SBE.

Are we still permitted to mail in our certification manual instead of
submitting it online?
No - mailed submissions are no longer accepted. Only submissions
made via the website will be considered for Certification or Re
certification.

Our certification manual is broken into multiple Word and PDF files. Am I
able to upload all the related files?
Ideally your certification manual should be compiled into only one file.
Photos, charts, graphs etc. should be embedded within your actual
report - not included as separate files. Keep in mind the only file types
permitted are Word Docs, PDFs and JPEGs. Excel files will not upload
and therefore any spreadsheets should be exported to Word or PDF

format. Including all supplemental information within its corresponding
section makes it easier for evaluators to review the manual efficiently.
If you still need to upload multiple files, be sure to do so under one SBE
entry (under "Create SBE"). Do not create multiple SBE entries to
accommodate each of the files.

I submitted an SBE but forgot to include an important attachment, what
should I do?
Do not attempt to create a new SBE or submit another file. Contact
Debbie Taylor at 703-860-5000 so the missing SBE file can be included.
Do not submit multiple certification manuals for the same SBE.
***NO TE: entering multiple SBEs is intended for those schools that
operate multiple enterprises - for example, Reston High School
operates both a coffee shop and a bookstore as two separate
enterprises, each of which completes their own certification manual. If
you have multiple files that pertain to the same SBE - they should all be
listed under the attachments section for that SBE.

For additional questions please contact:
Debbie Taylor
DECA Inc. I Leadership Specialist
703-860-5000
debbie@deca.org

